
A D  N A U S E A M
DEUTSCHE Bank decided to run ads last 

month touting its ethical credentials. “Life’s 
better when things are Made for Good,” said 
the posters. “Deutsche Bank’s global 
enterprise programme Made for Good 
supports all kinds of ventures that make life 
better for those who need it most.”

Unfortunately for Deutsche Bank, a week 
before the campaign began the Financial 
Conduct Authority (FCA) fined it a record 
£163m for allowing $10bn of Russian money 
laundering and “exposing the UK to the risk of 
financial crime”. In other words, Deutsche Bank 
was not so much Made for Good as made for 
bad, and had been making life better for those 
who needed it least.

IN THE latest Renault Clio ad a 
car is tracked via GPS driving 
around town. Eventually it is 
revealed to have taken a route which 
spells “Dinner?” when viewed from 
above. This turns out to be a 
message for one of the driver’s 
toothsome trackers.

Coincidentally, in a recent episode of 
Sherlock, the detective pulled a similar trick on 
foot (although the message to his watching 
brother Mycroft was “fuck off”). Did ad agency 
Publicis copy the idea from Sherlock writer 
Steven Moffat?

GIVEN the furore about programmatic 
ad-buying leading to brands being placed 
next to “questionable” content online, it’s 
good to see one platform taking a stand. 

Take a bow, Snapchat, which when 
discussing a recent campaign against gun 
violence with anti-firearm charity Everytown, 
was at pains to make clear it was entirely 
possible that the trigger-happy NRA could run 
adverts around the campaign to contradict or 
undermine IT – unless the charity stumped up 
the cash to buy the ad space instead, for a cool 
$150,000-plus. 

When the charity said this might be a touch 
out of its price range, a Snapchat ad sales drone 
responded: “That’s really unfortunate news on 
your budget… To be clear, the story has the 
potential to be bought by any advertiser, 
including the NRA”. Charming!

FACEBOOK “reactions” (the ability to 
react to a post with emojis denoting love, 
anger, sadness, etc) are to be given additional 
weight within the platform – so telling 
Facebook you “love” or are “sad” about 
something will give it greater prominence on 
the platform. Expect to see brands begging 
users to “love” rather than just “like” their 
posts, then. 

Of course, this is an extension of Facebook’s 
already significant audience-profiling 
technology. Each time you tell Facebook you 
“love” an article about cats or are “angry” about 
asylum seekers, you’re giving it another data 
point it can sell to advertisers, all the better to 
target you.

THOSE who stayed up to watch last 
weekend’s Oscars coverage were talking 
about only one thing the next day. Yes, that 
Samsung ad.

During the US coverage Samsung ran a spot 
boasting about the stringent eight-point battery 
safety check that all its phones have to undergo. 
Oops! It was of course battery faults that led to 
Samsung recalling 2.5m of its Galaxy Note 7s in 
September last year, after several exploded or 
caught fire. Probably best not to mention the 
words “Samsung” and “batteries” in the same 
sentence for a while, especially not when the 
world is watching.

L O O P Y  G O O P Y
GOOP, the saw-you-coming 

lifestyle website created by 
Gwyneth Paltrow, is giving 
health and fitness advice to 
followers that in some cases isn’t 
just loopy but downright 
dangerous.

The site came under fire recently for selling 
jade eggs that women could insert into their 
vaginas to somehow “aid hormonal balance”. 
Gynaecologists pointed out that jade is porous 
and that this practice could lead to the growth of 
dangerous bacteria. Before that there was the 
infamous vaginal steaming; a lengthy collection 
of things that “might” cause cancer including 
bras and sunscreen; and who can forget the time 
Paltrow labelled aluminium (the third most 
abundant element in the earth’s crust) as deadly, 
while selling a lipstick containing aluminium 
hydroxide.

A few days ago, however, Goop went from 
the dubious to potentially dangerous, starting 
with the article “Why We Shouldn’t Dismiss 
Iodine” (as the Eye went to press it was still on 
the site), followed by the more recent “Mysteries 
of the Thyroid”. Both feature Anthony Williams, 
a so-called “medical medium”, who claims he 
“listens to a divine voice that literally speaks into 
his ear, telling him what is at the root of people’s 
pain or illness and what they need to do to be 
restored to health”.

Williams’ articles are a lot of pseudo-scientific 
nonsense, but he does list an awful lot of symptoms. 
This is a bit like asking if there’s anyone in the 
room who has any connection with the initial  
G – but Williams’ approach is more: “Have  

you ever had a symptom of anything at all ever?”
He blames everything and anything on thyroid 

problems and, even more worryingly, suggests 
patients should not trust the result of blood tests, 
and should “protect” their thyroid regardless. He 
prescribes a highly restrictive diet forbidding 
eggs, dairy, pork, corn and gluten – which is 
somewhat ironic since several of these are good 
sources of dietary iodine.

Williams goes on to recommend a long list of 
herbs and supplements, one of which is the 
seaweed, bladderwrack. This can contain large 
amounts of iodine, and as a result is not 
considered safe to be taken by mouth. Taking too 
much iodine could worsen thyroid problems, 
might actually cause hypothyroidism and could 
even carry an increased risk of thyroid cancer. 
Williams doesn’t mention any of these risks. He 
simply recommends iodine supplements in one 
form or another, more than once.

His own website, medicalmedium.com, 
features links to bladderwrack capsules, and 
another iodine supplement called detoxadine, for 
sale on Amazon. He admits these links earn him a 
“small commission”.

Though the actress said last year she was 
intending to leave her creation, Goop is still 
“curated by Gwyneth Paltrow” and her photo 
adorns the front page, modelling a $195 
sweatshirt. In her statement last year about 
distancing herself from Goop, she was quoted as 
saying: “My dream is that one day no one will 
remember that I had anything to do with it.” 
Given that the site is giving potentially 
dangerous medical advice from a man  
who claims to hear voices in his head, Paltrow’s 
PR team are presumably hoping for the  
same thing.

Tipping Point, ITV
Ben Shephard: Which brothers made the 
first manned powered aero flight in 1903?
Contestant: The Marx brothers.
Shephard: Which artistic movement, 
which originated in Italy in the 14th 
century, takes its name from the French 
word for “rebirth”?
Contestant: The can-can.
Shephard: A grenadier is 
trained to use which weapon?
Lynn: A spear.
Eggheads, BBC2
Jeremy Vine: How many 
chemical elements begin with 
the letter Z?
Patrick: Well, there’s zirconium and zinc, 
so I’ll say three.

M A L G O R I T H M S 
A feature dedicated to excellence in online 

advertising…
Get Reading: “Distressing footage of rat 

caught in KFC Reading” 
Accompanying ad: “KFC double bucket: 

£15.99”

Guardian: “Hillsborough families to 
crowdfund after being hit with police chief’s 
costs”

Accompanying ad: “You’ve led before, now 
lead beyond” (College of Policing)

Guardian: “…a memorial to the women  
of the Second World War in Whitehall  
was vandalised with the words ‘Fuck Tory 
scum’” 

Accompanying ad: “Meet someone worth 
meeting” (Guardian Soulmates)

Meanwhile, back in the dead tree press…
Manchester Evening News: “Air rage thug 

bit cabin crew”
Accompanying ad: “Dentures that change 

your life” (The Smile Centre)

T H E  M A T H S  B O Y S
THE BBC announced in January it would 

take the fight to fake news by creating a 
permanent desk for its “Reality Check” 
fact-checking service. 

A shame, then, to see a schoolboy error  
in Reality Check’s breakdown of social  
care provision and funding last month. The 
article featured a pie chart of how older  
people in England meet their care needs,  
which included paying for help (12.5 percent), 
receiving assistance from councils  
(21 percent), family or friends (37.5 percent), 
or receiving no help (30 percent). The total 
percentage: 101 percent. 
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